JOIN RED RIVER’S CISCO ACADEMY TEAM!

FROM POTENTIAL TO PROFESSIONAL: NETWORK ACADEMY
The IT landscape is evolving in an exciting way. As networking technology drives global digital transformation, available IT jobs are increasing faster than the supply of skilled graduates. This skills gap presents a unique opportunity to you as an educator, and it goes beyond simply preparing students for a career in IT.

CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY CAN HELP
As part of our extensive IT skills and career-building program, we offer a range of exploratory to career-ready courses that can be combined into complete pathways to prepare students for certification and lucrative, exciting careers that empower the digital economy.

WHAT IS IT?
An opportunity to combine your love of technology with a desire to teach.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Red River will help in your placement at educational institutions. Regardless of whether your interest is in high school, community college, or university teaching, Red River will help you get a job and give you the necessary training to excel at teaching.

HOW DO I APPLY?
Email education@redriver.com for more information.

WHY RED RIVER?
- Strong emphasis on personal and professional growth
- 20% growth year over year while continually expanding opportunities for technical challenge
- Remote work opportunities
- Over 1,000 technical certifications
- Employees were in the first 500 to be certified in DevOps

Company employees can further their technical training with access to in-house technical subject matter experts. Employees who are furthering their technical education may also sign out relevant equipment and use extensive labs and test beds in order to further their pursuit of technical certifications.